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Neutron recoils in the DRIFT detector
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Abstract

The Directional Recoil Identification From Tracks (DRIFT) project is an endeavor to build and operate a low

pressure negative ion TPC to search for weakly interacting massive particles thought to make up the dark matter in our

Galaxy. This paper will focus on a neutron exposure of a small DRIFT prototype, a Monte Carlo to simulate these

events, and the derivation of the range and ionization as a function of energy for Sulfur and Carbon recoils in CS2 gas.

r 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Directional Recoil Identification From
Tracks (DRIFT) detector is a low pressure
Negative Ion TPC (NITPC) designed to detect
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) a
prime dark matter candidate. A description of the
capabilities of a low pressure NITPC for WIMP
detection can be found in Ref. [1]. The NITPC
technique relies on the drifting of negative ions,
instead of electrons, to reduce diffusion in all
dimensions eliminating the need for a large
magnet. This idea has been thoroughly validated
in Refs. [2,3]. A DRIFT prototype was exposed to
neutrons from a 252Cf source to calibrate the

response of the detector to recoiling ions. The data
from that experiment, including anisotropy mea-
surements, and a Monte Carlo (MC) which well
simulates the data will be presented here. Specifi-
cally the data and MC were used to derive the
range and ionization as a function of energy for C
and S recoils in CS2 gas.

2. Experimental procedure and data

The exposure was carried out at the Kellogg
Radiation Facility at Caltech. The source of the
neutrons was a B3.75-year-old B2mCi 252Cf
source encapsulated in a double walled stainless
steel container approximately 5 cm high� 1.5 cm
wide [4]. This source slid up and down an
aluminum tube slightly larger than its width. The
tube was surrounded by paraffin. A hole in the
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aluminum tube and paraffin allowed neutrons to
pass to the detector when the neutron source was
in the up position, see Fig. 1.

The NITPC detector, see Fig. 2, used in this
experiment sat in the middle of a 20 diameter 30

long cylindrical vacuum vessel as shown in Fig. 1.
In a typical run the vacuum vessel would be
evacuated to B100mTorr and then backfilled to a
pressure of 40 Torr with CS2 and sealed for the
duration of the run. The detector consisted of a
drift region attached to a multi-wire proportional
chamber (MWPC). The drift region was composed
of a cathode made from 100 mm 304 stainless steel
wire on a 2mm pitch and a field cage made of 11
loops of 100 mm 304 stainless steel wire spaced by
1/200 These loops were supported by 8 acrylic posts
on the corners of a B1100 �B1100 square and
electrically connected by a ladder of 20MO (1%)
resistors. The drift distance, from the cathode to
the grid plane, was 600. The MWPC was made of
three wire planes, two grid planes sandwiching an
anode plane. The grid and anode wires were 100
and 20 mm 304 stainless, respectively, both on a
pitch of 2mm. Anode and grid wires were oriented
perpendicular to each other with a gap of 1.1 cm.
All wires were mechanically and electrically
attached to PCBs which had 900 � 900 holes in them
filled from side to side with wires. Using an 55Fe
source prior to the experiment the active region of
the MWPC was found to be 700 � 700. Within this
region the variations of the gain were less than 5%
and the fall off from full gain to 1

2
gain at the edges

was 5100. A Bertan 380X in series with a RC filter

to remove ripple supplied �8000V DC to the
cathode and top of the field cage resistor ladder. A
100MO (1%) resistor in series with this ladder
supplied �3450V to the grids giving a drift field of
300V/cm. The drift velocity of negative CS2
anions in this field was found to be 2800 cm/S
[3]. The anode was at ground potential.

The anode wires were summed 8 to 1 on the
PCBs. These lines were connected to Amptek
A250 pre-amplifiers then to Ortec 885 amplifiers
with a shaping time constant of 3 mS, see Fig. 3.
Because this detector utilized slowly drifting
anions the events were spread out in time of order
B100 mS. To form a trigger based on the total
ionization of the event the lines were summed
using a modified Ortec 533 and then passed
through an RC circuit with a time constant of
200 mS. A TTL pulse was then formed off of the

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the neutron exposure.

Fig. 2. Diagram of the NITPC detector used in the experiment.
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discriminated signal (�75mV threshold) using a
dual gate and delay generator and used to trigger
two National Instruments 6110E PCI cards
simultaneously. A separate, shorter TTL pulse
went to a counter. The 6110E cards digitized all 8
incoming signals at 2.5MHz for 1mS with 4.9mV
resolution.

Runs were done in two orientations. In the
‘‘optimal’’ orientation (optimal because recoils
traversed the most anode wires in this orientation)
the neutrons traveled mostly parallel to the anode
plane and perpendicular to the anode wires. In the
‘‘anti-optimal’’ orientation the detector was ro-
tated 901 around an axis perpendicular to the wire
planes and the neutrons traveled mostly parallel to
the anode plane and parallel to the anode wires.
For each orientation three different cycles were
repeated. Table 1 shows the characteristics of each
cycle. The shadow bar was a piece of paraffin
which fit into the hole in the paraffin shown in
Fig. 1 to block neutrons. Calibrations were carried
out using a 100 mCi 55Fe source mounted on the
end of a long throw solenoid B30 cm away from
the center of the detector. In the up position this

source was shielded with several layers of alumi-
num foil (to lower the interaction rate) and in the
down position it was shielded behind B3mm of
stainless steel. The rates for all runs were measured
on the counter shown in Fig. 3.

3. Data analysis

Fig. 4 shows some typical events. For each of
the eight lines a number of statistics were
generated. One input required to do this analysis
is a software threshold. This appears as a
horizontal line on the graphs of Fig. 4. A partial
list of statistics generated for each line with
voltages below this software threshold follows:

Vmin and Vmax—the maximum and minimum
voltages on a line.
Crossings—the number of times the voltage
crossed the software threshold.
tmin and tmax—tmin is the time of the first zero
crossing before the first crossing of the software
threshold and tmax is the time of the first zero
crossing after the last software threshold crossing.
These times are marked with a vertical hash mark
on the lines in Fig. 4.
S—the integral of the voltage with respect to time
between tmin and tmax multiplied by �1.
NFFWHM—Negative First Full-Width at Half-
Maximum. Starting at Vmin the first occurrence of
a full-width at half-minimum.
Plower;Pcenter; and Pupper—for each line for which
Crossings>6 a fast Fourier analysis was done on
that line and the power at three frequencies
nlower ¼ 6:1 kHz, ncenter=13.4 kHz, and nupper ¼
18:3 kHz were saved.

From these statistics a number of cuts were then
made on the data. First, any line for which
Vmax=jVminj > 1 was eliminated from further ana-
lysis. This ReboundCut eliminated lines with only
induced pulses on them such as lines 3 and 6 in
Fig. 4(a). For lines cut with the ReboundCut the S
variable was set to zero for further analysis. After
this the following cuts were placed on the data.
The percentages in the parentheses will be
discussed shortly.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the electronics used in the neutron

exposure.

Table 1

Description and characteristics of the various types of run

Type of

cycle

Shadow

bar

252Cf 55Fe Ortec 855

Gain

Typical

rates (Hz)

Calibration In Down Up 200 350

Gamma In Up Down 50 50

Neutron Out Up Down 50 60
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Fig. 4. Some examples of events. A constant voltage was added to each line to allow them to be printed on the same graph. Negative

voltages from these baselines indicate charge depositing on the anode wires. Lines are arranged sequentially from bottom to top. The

horizontal axis is time (1mS full scale) multiplied by the drift speed.
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HitToGroundCut (71%/0.043%/0.15%). Elimi-
nated any event in which the maximum voltage
exceeded +3V on any line. Events like this
occurred when a spark from the detector hit
ground. An event which was eliminated by this cut
is shown in Fig. 4(c).

ZeroNipCut (21.5%/52.5%/25.8%). Eliminated
any event in which the sum of the S0s for all lines
was zero. This could occur despite the hardware
trigger conditions because of the ReboundCut or
because of a high software threshold.

SparkCut (6.2%/5.9%/4.0%). Cut any event in
which any line had a NFFWHM o20 mS (0.56mm
in Fig. 4). For comparison the 3 mS shaping time
of the Ortec 855 amplifiers causes an instanta-
neous deposition of ionization to have a 9 mS
NFFWHM.

SparkNearbyCut (1.4%/1.8%/2.1%). Elimi-
nated any event which had two minima within
2 mS (0.056mm in Fig. 4) of each other. Both this
and the SparkCut were found useful in eliminating
events which were presumed to be due to small
sparks traveling between the grid and anode
planes. In addition these cuts eliminated any
ionization radiation which entered the drift region
through the MWPC because the charge collection
inside the MWPC was so rapid.

EightWireCut (0.92%/0.0%/11.3%). Eliminated
any event in which eight wires received S0s > 0:

AdjacentCut (0.74%/0.0%/0.0%). Required that
lines with non-zero S0s be adjacent to each other.

ClippingCut (0.55%/5.2%/2.2%). Eliminated
any event in which Vmax > 6:5V or Vmino
�6:4V for any line as this indicated clipping by
the amplifiers.

TimeMinCut and TimeMaxCut (0.55%/0.0%/
11%). Required that the lines which passed the
ReboundCut all have tmin > 0 and tmaxo1mS. This
cut crudely eliminated events which were not
contained in the 1mS sampling time of the data
acquisition system.

RingerCut (0.02%/0.0%/1.5%). Eliminated any
event in which Pcenter=ððPlower þ PupperÞ=2:0Þ > 3:0:
The event shown Fig. 4(d) was typical of a class of
events called ‘‘ringers’’ which produce a peak in
the Fourier analysis of a line which can be
identified with this cut. The origin of these events
is still under investigation. They are presumed not

to be due to neutron recoils and were removed
with the RingerCut.

Other cuts accounted for the remaining (2.21%,
0.0%, 22.3%).

4. Nips and R2

Exposure of the detector to 55Fe 5.9 keV X-rays
during the calibration cycles allowed the gas gain
to be calibrated. These runs were analyzed with the
ClippingCut, HitToGroundCut and RingerCut im-
plemented which produced a peak in the sum of
the S variables (Stotal) with a resolution of B25%.
Over the course of the experiment this peak varied
by B25%. It is known [5] that this peak
corresponds to 300740 electron–ion pairs. The
number of ion pairs produced by an event will
hereafter be known as Nips. Work [5] with single
electrons in CS2 allows a calibration of the gas
gain. The gas gain during this experiment was
B650. Other work [5] has shown that Stotal is
proportional to the Nips associated with an event.
Thus using the average Stotal for the events in the
55Fe peak the S values for runs immediately
following the calibration run were converted
into Nips. These data are shown along the left in
the graphs in Fig. 4. Summing these numbers for
each event gave the total ionization (Nips) for the
event.

Information was also available about the range
of the event. Because no start pulse was associated
with the events and because the lines were summed
no information was available about the absolute
position (x, y, and z) of the beginning of an event.
In addition, because of the setup and electronics
no information was available about Dy; the extent
of the event along the wires (see Fig. 2 for
coordinate system). Information was, however,
available for Dx and Dz: Dx was taken to be the
number of wires with non-zero Nips minus one
times the wire pitch, 2mm. For most events this
underestimates the extent of the track in the x

direction. Dz was taken to be the difference
between the largest tmax of all the lines with non-
zero Nips and the smallest tmin of all the lines with
non-zero Nips times the drift velocity. Because of
diffusion of the ions this procedure overestimates
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Dz: From these two parameters a new parameter

was formed, R2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dx2 þ Dz2

p
:

5. Optimizing the software threshold for neutron

detection

In order to give physical meaning to the
software threshold voltage the gas gain and
electronic amplification were used to calculate
the instantaneous deposition of Nips (DFNips for
delta function Nips) to a wire necessary to achieve
the software threshold voltage. Fig. 5(a) shows the
plot of Nips vs. R2 for all of the optimal neutron
runs analyzed with a software threshold of 25
DFNips and all of the cuts discussed above
implemented. As can be seen in this figure there
is a band of events which is nearly vertical and one
which is nearly horizontal. Fig. 5(b) shows data
taken with the shadow bar in place. This paraffin
shielding has the effect of absorbing the neutrons

with less effect on the numerous gammas coming
from the 252Cf source. As can be seen in this figure
the nearly horizontal band of events has disap-
peared. For this reason it is natural to assume that
the vertical band of events is due to gammas while
the horizontal band is due to neutrons. The event
shown in Fig. 4(a) was selected from the neutron
band while the event shown Fig. 4(b) was selected
from the gamma band.

As discussed in Ref. [1] gamma events (10–
20 keV electrons) travel much further than nuclear
recoils for a fixed amount of ionization. Gamma
events, due to the fact that the ionization is so
spread out, typically have small jVminj; Fig. 4(b).
This suggests an important mechanism for redu-
cing gamma events from the data sample. To this
end the software threshold was raised from 25
DFNips to 150 DFNips. In doing so the number of
gamma events (defined as having Nips o500
and R2 > 0:5 cm) decreased from 413 to 0 while
the number of neutron events (defined as
having Nips>500) decreased by only 10%. The

Fig. 5. Combined data (Nips vs. R2) from all of the optimal neutron runs (a) and optimal gamma runs (b) with a 25 DFNip threshold.
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inherent ability of a low pressure NITPC
detector to distinguish low energy electrons
from low energy nuclear recoils is an important
asset.

Following the name of the cuts above are the
percentages of events eliminated by that cut with a
150 DFNip threshold. The first of these was
calculated from a neutron cycle in the optimal
orientation. Note that the percentages are not
independent. Many events were removed by
multiple cuts. Only 2% of the events in this cycle
survived all of the cuts. As shown above the
majority of events in this cycle were caused by hits
to ground. This was presumably due to the
proximity of the detector (the top of which is at
�8000V) to the grounded vacuum vessel, see
Fig. 1. Fig. 6(a) shows the Nips vs. R2 plots for the
combined data from the optimal runs while
Fig. 6(b) shows the anti-optimal data for a 150
DFNip threshold.

6. Asymmetry measurements

As alluded to above optimally oriented
neutrons are expected to produce recoils which
traverse more wires than anti-optimally
oriented neutrons. This hypothesis was con-
firmed in the following way. Data within windows
500 Nips wide were selected from the optimal
and anti-optimal data sets shown in Fig. 6. The
mean Dx was then calculated for events in
these windows. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
Every single optimal data point (filled circles)
lies above the corresponding anti-optimal data
point (open circles), in some cases by many
standard deviations, confirming the hypothesis
that optimally oriented neutrons, on average,
produce recoils with higher Dx than do anti-
optimally oriented neutrons. Thus a low pressure
NITPC can be used as a directional neutron
detector.

Fig. 6. Combined data (Nips vs. R2) from all of the optimal neutron runs (a) and anti-optimal neutron runs (b) analyzed with a 150

DFNip threshold.
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7. The model

A Monte Carlo (MC) has been written to
simulate the neutron recoils in this experiment.
The shape of the input neutron spectrum was
taken to be

NðEÞp
ffiffiffiffi
E

p
e�E=T

with T ¼ 1:3MeV from Ref. [6]. Neutrons in the
MC were assumed to travel horizontally through
the drift region of the detector with constant flux
and a small angular spread determined by the
geometry of the experiment. Differential elastic
scattering cross-sections for neutrons on S and C
were taken from Ref. [7]. Ranges from Ref. [8] for
ions in Ar were scaled to 80Torr to estimate
ranges of S and C in 40Torr CS2 (80Torr Ar has
roughly the same electron density as 40 Torr CS2).
Straggling in the form of longitudinal and lateral
Gaussian root mean squares of the ions were taken
from SRIM97 [9] and scaled to the proper range.
Straggling of the ions was added onto the nominal

ranges and straight lines approximated the trajec-
tory of the ions. The Nips were estimate using data
found in Ref. [10] for ions in Ar and scaled by
26 eV/19 eV, the measured W factors for Ar and
CS2 [5]. Nips were uniformly distributed along the
straight tracks. The capture distance for the
electrons was assumed to be zero and diffusion
was thermal in x, y, and z as indicated by Ohnuki
[3]. Avalanches by single ions falling on the wires
were generated using

PðnÞ ¼
1

G
e�n=G;

where PðnÞ is the probability of n electrons falling
on an anode wire and is only a function of the gas
gain, G; of the detector. This has been found to
well approximate the distribution for chambers
with small gains [11]. The time profile of the
voltage on a line from a single avalanched Nip was
assumed to be Gaussian with a maximum indi-
cated by the above equation and the electronic
gain of the data acquisition system and a rms of
4.67 mS due to the Ortec 855 amplifiers. The
voltages generated in this way for single Nips were
added together for all times. Noise at an appro-
priate level and smoothed using the rms of the
amplifiers was added to each wire. Induced pulses
were generated using a fraction, �0.12, for
adjacent wires and another fraction, �0.08, for
the other wires. The noise and induced pulse
parameters were measured from a sample of
events. An example of a sulfur and carbon recoil
generated in this way is shown in Fig. 8.

The advantage of this MC, over that of
Snowden-Ifft [1], is that the events are generated
in such a way as to mimic the data from the
National Instruments boards. These ‘‘events’’ can
then be run through the same analysis code as the
raw data. Any biases to the data introduced by this
analysis will then be transmitted in the same way
to the MC ‘‘data’’. Two comparisons of the data
from optimal orientation of the experiment and
the ‘‘data’’ from the MC were then made. The first
was to compare a histogram of the Nips from the
data for events with >500 Nips and with windows
of 500 Nips to a similar histogram made from the
MC ‘‘data.’’ The reduced w2 for this comparison
was 0.69. Next the average Dx within these Nip

Fig. 7. Mean Dx as a function of Nips. The black circles show

data taken from the optimal neutron runs while the open circles

are from data taken from the anti-optimal neutron runs.
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Fig. 8. Monte Carlo generated S (a) and C (b) recoil events.

Fig. 9. Nips(Er) (a) and RðErÞ (b) for S and C recoils.
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windows was calculated for the data and the MC
and compared. The reduced w2 for this comparison
was 6.0. In order to improve the comparison the
functions for Nips(Er), where Er is the recoil
energy, and RðErÞ within the MC were allowed to
be scaled for S and C recoils separately. A good fit
was found when the Nips(Er) for S and C were
multiplied by 1.25, the RðErÞ for S multiplied by
0.5 and the RðErÞ for C unchanged. This produced
reduced w2s of 0.96 and 1.29 showing good
agreement between data and MC. The resulting
Nips(Er) and RðErÞ functions are shown in Fig. 9
for S and C. The Nips(Er) is not strictly linear and
it is felt that the non-linearity is an important
component of the function. The RðErÞ functions
are linear with zero intercepts and slopes of
0.0182mm/keV for S and 0.0998mm/keV for C.

The Nips vs. R2 plot for the MC based on these
functions is shown in Fig. 10. This plot shows that
the strong lower band in Fig. 6 is due to S recoils
while the diffuse events above it are due to C
recoils. The percentage of S(C) recoils in this

simulation removed by the various cuts is shown
as the middle(last) percentage in the list of cuts
earlier. The large number of events cut by the
ZeroNipCut is simply a reflection of the large
software threshold and the prevalence of low
energy recoils from a 252Cf spectrum. It is not at
odds with the statement made earlier about
robustness of the neutron signal in the data to
increases in the software threshold because that
calculation was done only on events that produced
more than 500 Nips. Ninety-seven percent of the S
recoils that were cut by ZeroNipCut in the MC had
less than 500 Nips. Overall 39% of the events
survived the cuts. No attempt was made to model
the effect of the 200 mS RC filter, shown in Fig. 3,
on the data as any event neutron passing the 150
DFNip threshold would certainly pass the �75mV
hardware trigger threshold.
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